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Cassette awning

V440 - Alicante
• Up to 3 meters projection
• Powered operation 
• Closed cassette for optimal protection

7517196-150209EN



The Alicante is one of the many sun awnings in the Verano® collection. 

The Alicante is an excellent and compact cassette awning with a beautiful 

rounded front bar and top cap. This awning is also suitable for widths up to 

a maximum of 700 cm.

Optimal operation
The Alicante is standard provided with electrical operation. Additional, you 

can provide your sun awning with a time clock, sun or wind automaton. 

Your Alicante will open and close by itself at moments determined by you 

or the weather.

Beautiful quality fabric 
Verano® has carefully selected some outstanding fabrics, all of which 

meet the highest quality standards. The choice of the fabric is very 

important to determine the atmosphere and appearance. You can choose 

from over 100 fabrics in a wide variety of colours and patterns, to ensure 

you of the best possible UV protection. Ask for the unique Trend Colors 

collection!

Stable technique
You can adjust the pitch angle of the Alicante continuously variable from 

5º to 30º. The projection is 200, 250 or 300 cm. The front bar is perfectly 

adjustable which guarantees an optimal closing of the awning.

Manufacturer's warranty
You purchase an awning to enjoy it for many years to come, problem 

free. To satisfy this, all our Verano® awnings are produced from the very 

best quality materials, which enables us to offer you a five-year warranty. 

This warranty is only valid provided all instructions for assembly, use and 

maintenance are strictly adhered to. 

CE Marking 
The CE marking is your guarantee the product meets all current European 

safety and quality demands.

Cassette awning: 
The fabric roll is completely enclosed within 

the system in the retracted position.
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Width           250cm  300cm 375cm 700cm
Projection 200cm
Projection 250cm
Projection 300cm

Frame colours 
Technical silver   
RAL 9001 ivory
  

 Basic Standard Semi cassette Cassette
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